
The oldest TamU inscriptiom are written in an alphabet which differs from that in

Written character.
^® ^* *^® present day. We are here only concerned with
the latter, which consists of the following signs :

—

Vowels.

^
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If a consonant is not followed by any Toweli a dot is added at the top ot it Ttras,

The letter jt ra is usually written r when no ambiguity can aris^i the latter

sign being the secondary form of the long at

The numerals are denoted as follows :

—

1 234 56 789 10 11 20

No Tamil word can end in other consonants than *, ?i, i», m, s, y, r^ I, i^, f, and if»

_ . ,. A short u is pronounced after all other final consonants, and.
Pronunciation.

, .
-^ »

in colloquial TamO, often aJbso after those just mentioned.

This short u has only about half the length of an ordinary short Towel. In words con-

sisting of two short syllables a t? is inserted after it before a following rowel. Thus,

paSu'V'ih i^ the cow. In other words the short u is dropped before a following Towel.

Hus, kddu, ear ; kad-il^ in the ear.

Initial e and i are pronounced as ye^ yet respectiyely. In the same way imtial

i and I are sometimes pronounced as yi and yi respectively.

The diphthong ei is pronounced as ei when it occurs in the first syllable of a word.

In other (mses it has the sound of t with a slight tinge of i added*

Ail is often pronounced and written uvu.

It will be seen that the Tamil alphabet has no separate signs for soft mute conso-

nants. The hard mutes are, however, regularly softened in certain petitions, and they

are then usually transliterated as soft consonants.

JT, ty tf and p are always hard at the beginning of words, and when they are doubled

or immediately followed by another consonant. They are, on the other hand, pronounced

BBg^d^d (commonly pronounced as th in English * that ') and 6, respectively, in the

middle of a word, when they are not doubled.

The hard sounds are also used after t and r, while the soft pronunciation prevails in

combination with nasals. Thus, vetkam^ bashfulness ; but cmget there ; tmgiriQ, I am
eating.

The pronunciation of the palatal mute varies in the different parte of the country.

When single, it is sometimes pronounced as S and sometimes as «. When doubled, or

preceded by t or r, it is pronounced as a palatal cA. After & it is usually pronounced as

a soft palatal j. Thus, p<iSu, a cow; ichcheh a wish; sdfchh a witness; muyafchi^ an
effort ; anjUf reverence.

Initial mute9 are sometimes pronounced as soft consonants in the beginning of

borrowed words. Thus, guru, a teacher ; janam^ people ; devan^ god ; bayam, fear.

There are no aspiratef^. A soft aspiration is, however, often locally combined with

the soft pronunciation.

Single conaonants are often doubled.

A final consonant of a monosyllabic word containing a short vowel is doubled before

a suffix beginning with a vowel. Thus, kali a stone ; kalhilf in a stone.

An initial A, S,t or p is, in some cases, doubled after a word ending in a vowel.

1. After a(wda), that; i(fMia), ibis ; einda)^ which? Thus, appa^if in that way;

ippadi^ in this way ; eppadlh i-^ which way ?
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2. In compound words, when the first part of the componnd is gorerned by the

SAOond. Thus, koffa^ppadli^t to be beaten ; pakmttu-chchuvarf a side-walk.'

3. After the adverbial suffixes ay and dga.

4i. After a datiye or acousatiTe.

6. After an infinitiTe ending in a.

i and n are semi-cerebrals, like English I and n.

The cerebral f is vulgarly pronounced as a y. It has often been transliterated as zh

in old books and is so pronounced in Pondioherry, Karikal, and Tanjore. The tongue is

curled back to the position it has in pronouncing f but does not touch the palate.

The letter r is a palatal r sound. It is theoretically rougher than r, but practically

little difiference is made between both sounds. Bouble rr is pronounced as English tt.

An r immediately followed by another consonant is pronunced t or r ; thus, adarku^

thereto, is pronounced adatku or adarku. The combination nr is pronounced ndr ; thus,

^ar^j pronounced endrUi having said.

L and r caimot be pronounced as initials, but must always be preceded by an e, or,

in case the following vowel is u^ «i, o, or d, by an u. Thus, ira^du^ two ; urubam, form.

Final n and I become y> and final n and I become t when the following word begins

with A, s, f, or j>.

Most of the preceding notes have been taken from Mr. Arden's grammar, mentioned

under authorities above. When they are borne in mind it is hoped that ihe short gram«
matical sketch which follows will enable the reader to understand the forms occurring in

tiie version of the Parable of the Prodigal Son which is printed on pp. 312 and flf. It has

been taken from the text published by the Madras Auxiliary Bible Society in 1889. A
list of Standard Words and Phra&t», hailing from Poena, will be found on pp. 648 and ff.
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